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Well, we made it through another “crisis”. Of course, the 
crisis I am talking about is the meltdown in the sub-
prime mortgage market and its effect on broader 
financial markets. This topic dominated the media 
coverage over the summer. Although the problem 
certainly is real, the media is often too eager to declare 
a crisis one day and then to move on to a different big 
story the next. Now, if you are a homeowner caught up 
in the mess, facing foreclosure, or a hedge fund 
manager that made a bad bet on mortgage securities, 
you most certainly are in a crisis. However, for the rest 
of us, it has once again proven out that the global 
economy is much bigger than any one sub-market, and 
the best investment strategy is to spread our assets 
over multiple markets across the globe.  

If we look at the quarter that just ended on September 
30th, we see that several asset classes did indeed suffer 
significant losses. In particular, small cap stocks had a 
rough summer. The Russell 2000 Value index lost more 
than 6% over the period, while the Russell Microcap 
index lost more than 4%. There were also big winners 
this summer, including large cap growth stocks and 
commodities. The Russell 1000 Growth index gained 
more than 4%, while the Dow Jones-AIG commodity 
index gained over 6%. Had someone invested equally in 
each of these asset classes, his or her returns over the 
summer would have been flat, which is exactly the 
reason why we diversify. As long-term investors, we are 
not looking to make a killing, but instead we want to 
avoid significant looses as much as possible while 
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New Fax for Bond & Co.  The Enduring Power of Diversification  

We are pleased to announce that Bond & Co. has re-
cently undergone a technology upgrade to fiber optic 
internet service and a paperless fax system.  

As a result, we have a new fax number: (781) 915-0693. 
This change took effect in September. Please update 
your records accordingly, since our old fax number is no 
longer in service and will not receive faxes. Our other 
contact information has not changed. ~ B&C~ B&C 
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We have recently heard 
reports of e-mail "Phishing" 
attempts to trick some of 
our clients into providing 
private information. While 
this is certainly not a new 
occurrence or one isolated 
to our clients, in light of these reports and the recent 
SPAM Investigation by TD AMERITRADE, we felt it 
would be a good idea to devote some of this newsletter 
to the topic of online security and protection of your 
personal information. For this newsletter, we have para-
phrased most of the information provided from the 
tdameritrade.com Security Center for its retail clients.  

Phishing is when someone attempts to steal personal or 
financial information. It usually starts with an e-mail 
asking for sensitive information, such as your User ID or 
user name, your password, or your account information. 

How to Spot Phishing 
Phishing attempts generally have several key character-
istics. Although each attempt is different, they often 
contain one or more of the below traits. 

Personal information request:  
This is the ultimate objective of phishers. An e-mail, 
pop-up window, or fake Web site will ask you for your 
user name or ID, your passwords, or other sensitive 
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information. Please scrutinize any request for informa-
tion that you receive, and if you are at all unsure 
whether an e-mail is legitimate, either contact us for 
help, or directly contact the company in reference using 
the phone number found on your statement.  

You should note that TD AMERITRADE and most other 
financial institutions will never ask you for your account 
number, User ID, PIN, password or any other personal 
information in an e-mail.  

Wrong address: Often, the address of the Web site to 
which you are misdirected will show telltale signs that it 
is an imposter. If you are asked to provide personal 
information on any site, check the address and make 
sure it starts with https:// instead of http://. (The "s" 
indicates that the site is secure.) Also, check for an "@" 
anywhere in the Web site address; if you see one, it 
likely means you are being redirected to a site other 
than the one you wanted to visit. Make sure the address 
has a .com when it's supposed to. Many sites will have 
an address similar to the one you intend to visit, except 
the .com might be replaced by .net. Unfortunately, see-
ing https://, the padlock, and the digital certificate is not 
always a guarantee that you're at a secure site and not 
a fake one. If you sense something is suspicious even 
when you see these security indicators, again contact 
us for help, or directly contact the company. 

Generic greeting:  Instead of addressing you by name, 
phishing e-mails often start with, "Welcome Cardmem-
ber" or another generic greeting, with no information 
specific to you.  

Urgent messages:  One way phishers prompt you to 
respond is by threatening you about your account, for 
example, by claiming it will be closed or suspended. 
This sense of urgency is intended to prompt people to 
act fast without thinking. 

Lost information: Phishers might say that the company 
has lost your information and needs you to re-enter it. 

Links:  If an e-mail message includes a link to the com-
pany Web site, increase your safety by typing the ad-
dress in a new browser window instead of clicking the 
link. 

Unfortunately, spam, including phishing attempts, have 
become commonplace to anyone with e-mail. Your 
common sense, intuition, and care will prevent an an-
noyance from becoming a threat.      ~ B&C~ B&C 
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For illustrative purposes only. Not intended to predict any future results. 

Protect Yourself from Phishing 

taking advantage of the long-term expected returns 
offered by investing in stocks. All four of the asset 
classes previously mentioned have annualized returns 
between 9% and 12% over the past three years, which 
is exactly the level of return that keeps us all happy—as 
Goldilocks says “not too hot and not too cold”.  

The temptation is to try and outsmart the markets by 
figuring out which asset classes are due to outperform 
over the next period of time. I have repeated many 
times that I think this is a fool’s game. As an example, 
we can look back to the late 90’s when the conventional 
wisdom began to shift away from the time tested 
concept of diversification and claim that there was no 
reason for US investors to own international 
investments. What has happened since then is that non-
US stocks have outperformed domestic stocks during 
the past decade. We were also told that the long-term 
performance advantage of small cap stocks was a myth 
and that large cap stocks should make up most of our 
portfolios. Again, small cap stocks have had much 
better returns over this past decade than large cap 
stocks. 

Going forward, we will continue to preach the benefits of 
a well-diversified portfolio, invested in a manner that 
minimizes investment expenses and is structured in a 
way to capture the long-term benefits of owning multiple 
asset classes. There will be many more crisis's as we 
move along, some short lived like the sub-prime crisis, 
some longer and deeper, like the bear market of 2000 – 
2002. In the end we will benefit from remaining patient 
and having reasonable long-term expectations.  ~ FSB~ FSB 
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Frank’s Book Recommendation 
Team of Rivals, The Political Genius of Abraham 
Lincoln, by Doris Kearns Goodwin 
 

“I found this book to be an incredible journey 
through the Presidency of Abraham Lincoln. His 

ability to use the talents of others and find 
wisdom in simplicity are skills that we seem to be 
searching for in our leaders today. Even though 
he was afflicted with much self doubt, he never 
deferred the toughest decisions to others, but 

rather sought their advice and then took what he 
thought was the best course of action. There is 

much to learn from Lincoln, and reading this book 
leaves no doubt about his greatness.” -FSB 
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Past performance does not guarantee future results. 

It never hurts to assess your online security 
and review these safety tips periodically.  

1. Protect Yourself From E-Mail Fraud 

• Do not reply to any e-mail asking for personal infor-
mation  

• Use antivirus software and keep it updated  
• Scan all attachments with a virus detection program 

before downloading.  
• Use spam filters to weed out spam e-mail, and cut 

down the number of possible viruses sent to your 
inbox. Look for spam settings in your options or 
preferences.  

• Do not visit links sent by e-mail as these can lead to 
"spoof" sites--sites made to look legitimate and de-
signed to collect your personal information. One 
way to check this is to re-enter the URL into your 
browser, instead of clicking the link.  

• Do not open or reply to spam e-mail which can 
prompt more spam to be sent to your inbox.  

• Turn off the "preview pane" as this allows some vi-
ruses to be executed even if you never actually 
open the e-mail.  

 
2. Create Secure Passwords & Change Them Fre-
quently 

Choosing your passwords well and keeping them a se-
cret are key steps to safeguarding all of your online 
transactions. To create a password that is more difficult 
to guess, use a combination of letters and numbers (i.e. 
Kr1st0pHer, 4funcallC3po, Il9vemyd1g). Certain pass-
words are easier to compromise, so try to avoid these 
common pitfalls by creating secure passwords. 

• Don't base your password on personal information  
• Avoid substituting a zero for the letter "o" and vice 

versa.  
• Don't use your User ID or logon name as your pass-

word.  
• Don't use obvious passwords like "test" or 

"password".  
• Don't use simple number sequences like "12345" or 

a series of duplicate numbers like "11111".  
• Don't keep the same password longer than 30 days. 
  

3. Check the Security Setting 

A Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is an additional layer of 
security that many sites use. You can check whether the 
site you are on has an SSL in effect by checking for two 
things:  

Basic Online Safety Tips 

• Look at the Web site address. If you are on a secure 
site, the address will include https:// instead of 
http://. The extra "s" stands for secure.  

• Look at the bottom of your browser for a lock or key 
icon. This indicates a secure connection. Each se-
cure site comes with a digital certificate, establishing 
its legitimacy. To view the certificate, double click on 
the lock or key. ~ B&C~ B&C 

Client Services 

Would you like to reduce the amount of mail you receive 
from TD AMERITRADE? Now you can, by electing to 
receive monthly statements and trade confirmations 
electronically. 

Electronic statements and trade confirmations offer an 
easy way to streamline your financial recordkeeping. 
For each account you have at TD AMERITRADE, you 
will receive an email notification whenever you have a 
new account statement available online. You may then 
log into your account as you usually do to retrieve your 
statements either by saving them to your computer as a 
PDF, or by printing them.  

For more information on how to receive electronic state-
ments and trade confirmations, please contact our of-
fice. ~ B&C~ B&C 

Consider E-Statement Notification 

Worth remembering… 
 

"It is said an Eastern monarch once charged his 
wise men to invent him a sentence to be ever in 
view, and which should be true and appropriate 
in all times and situations. They presented him 

the words: 'And this, too, shall pass away.' How 
much it expresses! How chastening in the hour of 
pride! How consoling in the depths of affliction!"  

 
— Abraham Lincoln 

 
 from his Address before the Wisconsin State 
Agricultural Society, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 

September 30, 1859 

Basic Online Safety Tips Cont. 
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As an independent, fee-only Financial Planning firm, Bond & Co. is dedicated 

to bringing peace of mind to a select group of clients. By applying expertise 

and wisdom, we help clients to leverage financial resources, to enhance the 

quality of their lives, and to realize financial and personal life goals. 

P.O. Box 920139 
Needham, MA 02492 
tel. 877.449.8100  
www.BondAndCo.com 
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Sources: All e-mail, online, and computer security information printed in this newsletter was sourced at the tdameritrade.com Security Center for 
retail clients.  All Index data provided by the Frank Russell company and Dow Jones.  

Firewalls 

A firewall controls how information moves between a computer and a network to 
help ensure that only legitimate traffic takes place. A firewall also disguises and 
hides the presence of computers behind it, making it more difficult for potential 
intruders to find and attack them. 

Hardware firewalls can be effective with little or no configuration. Typically found 
in broadband modems and routers, these are considered an important part of 
system and network set-up, especially for anyone on a broadband connection. 
Software firewalls can be installed on your computer, allowing you to customize 
how they function and help protect your computer. 

You should use a firewall on your own computer at all times--especially if you are 
using always-on broadband internet access, because that means you are constantly exposed to attacks from 
hackers and worms with a broadband connection. If you are at all unsure whether your modem or router in-
cludes a firewall, you should contact your internet provider and ask them. It is also a good idea to periodically 
request that they exchange your modem or router for whatever is the most up-to-date product they support, par-
ticularly if you are leasing it from them.  

Antivirus software 

Antivirus software is designed to identify and eliminate viruses from your computer. It does this by monitoring 
any unusual changes or attempts to copy data from one program to another, and then compares these to 
known viruses. Antivirus software helps protect your computer from any malicious code you may have 
downloaded accidentally; however, it will not protect you from hackers attempting to you access your computer 
remotely — for that you need a firewall. 

Most new and recently purchased computers already come with antivirus software pre-installed. However, just 
having antivirus software on your computer isn't enough. You should also keep it updated so that your computer 
can recognize new viruses as they are constantly being created. 

Anti-spyware software 

Spyware is software that is used to "spy" on your computer. It gives people the ability to see what you are doing 
and it can adversely affect your computer's performance. Anti-spyware software is software that scans your 
computer to detect and remove spyware. Anti-spyware software helps protect your computer from spyware you 
may have downloaded accidentally; however, it will not protect your computer from viruses — for that you need 
antivirus software.  

There are many consumer hardware and software products available to protect our computer. Our advice is to 
find a knowledgeable dealer you trust and to make the necessary investment to protect yourself and your com-
puter from online dangers. ~ B&C~ B&C 

Tools to Protect Your Computer 


